Combined effect of alpha particles and cigarette smoke on human lung epithelial cells in vitro.
Purpose: The combined toxicity of alpha particles and cigarette smoke to the critical cells in the lungs was investigated to assess the risk of smoking workers who handle naturally occurring radioactive materials. Materials and methods: The toxicity of alpha particles and cigarette smoke extract (CSE) was evaluated in terms of DNA double-strand break (DSB) induction and clonogenic cell death of human lung epithelial cells in vitro. The cells were exposed to alpha particles at doses of up to 0.25 Gy for gamma-H2AX assay and from 1.25 Gy to 5 Gy for clonogenic assay. CSE exposure of the cells was facilitated in the culture medium at CSE concentrations ranging from 1% to 12%. Additional experiments were performed using mouse endothelial cells for comparison. Results: The increases in the levels of DNA DSBs were linearly dependent on radiation dose and CSE concentration. The CSE-treated cells also responded with a linearly increasing number of DNA DSBs to the radiation dose. Both human lung epithelial cells and mouse endothelial cells showed exponential decreases in clonogenic surviving fraction as the dose from alpha particle exposure increased. Both cells responded with the clonogenic surviving fractions decreasing in a linear proportion to the CSE concentration in the culture medium. Conclusion: In our experimental in vitro setup, CSE treatment and alpha particle exposure affected the cells in an additive manner either for DNA DSB production or for clonogenic cell death induction.